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Abstract. This paper proposes method of estimates a round trip time in Wireless Sensor Network. Wireless
network had dynamic transmission capacity because of many reasons. So, flow control is more important
issues in the network. Using by proposed method, wireless network can use RTT values to flow control in the
network. A network layer in a network protocol stack of a TinyOS, generally used in the WSN, uses ACK
information from link layer, whether success or failure of each node, that have implicit information of
network flow. Using this stack, we can reduce effort to develop. Although less effort to develop the method,
we can get the stable working and simple method.
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1. Introduction
In a wired network had uniform transmission capacity of communication channel’s, whereas, wireless
network had flexible transmission capacity of communications channel’s that depend on flow of times
caused by RF output power, to change in the mobile environment, etc [1], [2], [3] and [4]. This is a major
cause of study about new network protocols, algorithms, etc. In the research area, there have many concepts
to deal with network protocol algorithms in the network layer, but, there are less concerning the control of
flow protocol in transport layer.
Before the study of flow control algorithm in the transport layer in WSN, we decide to develop and
implement estimation method of a RTT (Round Trip Time). RTT estimation method has faster response than
methods in [5], [6] and [7] those using network topology lengths, conditions of node’s buffer states, etc.
Most of all, the proposed method reduced effort of development. We modified TinyOS’s implemented
library that is used generally in WSN. Therefore, we can reduce effort to develop new library and footprints.
We will describe the proposed method in chapter 2 and we will see the analysis by experiment in chapter
3. After all, we will reach to the conclusion in the chapter 4.

2. RTT Estimation
2.1. RTT Estimation Equation
Equation (1) is common equation to calculate RTT in the network. RTTSTART is just before to send packet
that setup an ACK request bit in a packet header from send node to receive node. RTTEND is just after to
receive the ACK from receiving node to send node.
RTTTOTAL = RTTEND - RTTSTART
+
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(1)

But, if we don’t imply this equation in a TinyOS, we aren’t getting accurate a RTTTOTAL value. Because
all WSN’s motes had precision and limitation of variable, that is, overflow problem. When the RTTEND has
smaller value than the RTTSTART, the RTTTOTAL has negative value.
Fig. 1 shows that pseudo code solves this overflow problem. In this code, RTTTOTAL always have positive
value. In this paper, we try to prove that the telosb platform has 16bits limitation. In implementation,
variable’s limitation value is to be 0xFFFF.
If ( RTTEND < RTTSTART )

RTTTOTAL =
Variable’s Limitation Value – RTTSTART + RTTEND
ELSE

RTTTOTAL = RTTSTART – RTTEND
Fig. 1: RTT estimation psuedo code

2.2. Modify TinyOS Module
In this paper, we use a 2.x version of TinyOS which implemented in the library, a CTP (Collection Tree
Protocol) module of TinyOS [8], [9] and [10].
//RTT Setter
command void setRtt(uint16_t rtt);
//RTT Getter
command error_t getRtt(uint16_t* rtt);
Fig. 2: RTT value store and load function prototypes

Fig. 2 shows inserted RTT setter and getter codes in a CtpInfo.nc file. The CtpInfo.nc file is an interface
between TinyOS’s modules. By using this modified file, we allowed upper layer to access and use RTT
value.
//Rtt Start Time
RttStart = call Timer.getNow();
Fig. 3: RTTSTART value store code

Fig. 3 shows inserted RTTSTART estimation code in a CtpForwardingEngineP.nc file. A
CtpForwardingEngine.nc file is a module that has functions related with packet sending. This code is called
just before to call packet sending function.
if(ackPending && call
PacketAcknowledgements.wasAcked(msg))
{
RttEnd = call RetxmitTimer.getNow();
if (call RootControl.isRoot())
call CtpInfo.setRtt(0);
else if ( RttEnd < RttStart )
call CtpInfo.setRtt(0xFFFF - RttStart + RttEnd);
else
call CtpInfo.setRtt(RttEnd - RttStart);
}
else
call CtpInfo.setRtt(0xFFFF);
Fig. 4: Implementation codes of RTT value store
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Fig. 4 shows inserted RTTTOTAL estimation code related with Fig. 2 in the CtpForwardingEngine.nc file.
This code is called just after to receive the ACK packet from receive node to send node.
unit16_t val;
call CtpInfo.getRtt(&val);
Fig. 5: RTT value load code

Fig. 5 shows code that read RTT value. Using by CtpInfo interface, the val variable has the RTT value.

2.3. TinyOS Visualization Tool
In the TinyOS, there is included visualization tool, the MViz. Using by this tool, we could see the
network changing information to a graph and a table.

Fig. 6: Mviz execution message

Fig. 6 shows the command to execute the MViz. For execute this command, a mote must connect to host
PC. This mote has node id to 0 and to be a root node. The packets will be sent to top-level root node through
each node’s packet. The top-level root node collects packets through each node and sends the node’s
information to a host pc.

Fig. 7: Mviz graph

Fig. 7 shows the MViz graph includes all nodes’ information. In the graph, left upper parts are options to
visible of right area. Left lower parts are table that had node’s interval (packet sending interval), origin (node
id), count (sending count), reading (sensor value), etx (link quality from self node to parent node), parent
(self node’s parent node id), rtt (RTT from self node to parent node) information.
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3. RTT Estimation Experiments
In this chapter, we will test the performance of the proposed method by changing the packet sending
interval. Using a total of 8 motes, we make Multi-Hop Ad Hoc network. The performance compares a base
interval that is 1024 ticks, with 512, 256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8 and 4 ticks.

3.1. A Large Interval

Fig. 8: RTT values in a large interval

Fig. 8 shows the RTT value changes from various packet sending intervals. In this graph, the networks of
64 to 1024 intervals have upper bound of RTT to 20ms. The RTT is estimate continuously in a bounded
range.

3.2. A Small Interval

Fig. 9: RTT values in a small interval

Fig. 9 shows the RTT value changes from 32 to 2 intervals. Despite of Fig. 8, less or equal 32 intervals
make RTT values significantly increase. In the 1024 interval of network, the RTT value increases after 110
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seconds. And the other small intervals, 16 to 2, make the RTT values significantly increase after 30~50
seconds.
Smaller and smaller intervals make a sending rate increase. And then, a number of motes containing
packets increase. As time goes on, the number is larger than first time. This is a major cause of increasing
delay of the RTT processing.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposes a method for estimates round trip time in WSN. The proposed method has modified
method of TinyOS’s library. We can see the performance of method by real experiments. By increasing rate
of packet sending, the RTT value changes. A large interval makes network have a large RTT in average. In
other hand, a small interval makes network have a small RTT in average. This shows that proposed method
is stable working.
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